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The photography within this brochure shows Triumph motorcycles being used by 
expert professional riders in protective gear under professionally controlled, closed 
course conditions. Triumph does not endorse or encourage stunts, tricks or any form 
of irresponsible riding. At Triumph, we want every ride to be safe and enjoyable. Always 
ride safely, defensively and within the limits of the law. Always ride appropriately for 
road conditions. Always ride within your ability. Take a riding skills course. Always wear 
an approved helmet, eye protection and appropriate protective clothing. Always insist 
that all passengers do the same. Never ride while under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs. Study your Owner’s Manual and inspect your Triumph motorcycle before riding. 
Data given to UK market specification. Specification may vary by market. Some Triumph 
motorcycles are designed as street motorcycles. Triumph does not support the use of 
street motorcycles in off-road environments. Street motorcycles are not suitable for 

off-road use. Triumph does not endorse or encourage the use of street motorcycles 
off-road. Off-road use could expose yourself and others to serious personal injuries or 
even death. Specification may vary by market. Some accessories are prohibited by local 
law. As a motorcycle owner/rider, it is your responsibility to know of and comply with 
all local laws. If you have any doubt, contact your local authorities. All details correct  
at time of going to press. Triumph Motorcycles Limited reserves the right to make 
changes without prior notice. This brochure contains models that are not available in 
all countries, please consult your dealer for model and colour availability. Please note 
that this brochure contains images of motorcycles that feature accessories and this 
may or may not be stated. Triumph Motorcycles Limited takes no responsibility for any 
misunderstanding of standard specification that this may cause. 
© 2020 Triumph Motorcycles Limited. All rights reserved.
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TRIUMPH  FAMILY

AN ALL-NEW DIMENSION 
TO YOUR TIGER ADVENTURES

For wherever your adventure riding takes you, from city 
streets to mountain passes and beyond, Triumph’s Tiger  
family delivers a versatile, dynamic and agile ride with all  
the performance, technology and comfort you need.

2020 welcomes the launch of the new Tiger 900, an all-new 
family designed to deliver an exciting new benchmark for 
capability, performance and style, plus two new additions to 
the highly regarded Tiger 1200 family.

The Tigers’ world-renowned characteristics are a winning  
combination of signature triple engine torque and power,  
innovative technology and premium riding versatility.

The all-new Tiger 900 GT and Rally line-ups represent a 
transformation in performance and ride quality, and are 
built to deliver a quantum leap forward, setting the new 
benchmark for maximum adventure in every ride. The  
Tiger 1200 range encompasses truly epic motorcycles built 
to take you everywhere in first-class comfort and style, 
while the Tiger Sport is a versatile sports adventure bike 
that enjoys a level of control and agility that is  
effortlessly practical.

Owning a Tiger brings a new dimension of freedom 
wherever you ride. From winding roads and city streets, 
to unforgiving trails and mountainous paths, all can be 
approached with confidence. And when you’ve arrived 
at your destination full of stories and still eager to create 
more, you’ll know this for sure: your Tiger is not just a 
motorcycle, it’s a kindred spirit. 
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T IGER 900 GT RANGE

A road adventure-focused range with two models – 
the new GT and GT Pro – delivering 900cc triple 
performance with more power and torque, innovative 
technology, and a distinctive premium ride that’s 
tough enough for city adventures, long-distance 
motorcycling, and everything in between. 

TIGER 900 RALLY RANGE

Versatile and agile, with a purposeful silhouette and 
premium details, the new Tiger 900 Rally and Rally Pro 
bring even more incredible off-road capability, with  
even higher, triple powered 900cc performance and a 
new dominant adventure-focused stance for maximum 
adventure in every ride.

ALL-NEW  900 FAMILY

A  Q U A N T U M  L E A P  
I N  A D V E N T U R E 
M O T O R C Y C L E  
C A P A B I L I T Y
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U R B A N  A D V E N T U R E S, 
L O N G - D I S T A N C E  T R A V E L, 
A N D  E V E R Y T H I N G  
I N  B E T W E E N
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF OUR NEW TIGER 900 GT LINE-UP? 
SCAN TO GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK:

ALL-NEW TIGER 900 GT RANGE

The innovative, versatile and stylish Tiger 900 GT range combines triple engine performance,  
riding comfort and long-distance reliability to bring a whole new world of exhilarating adventures within reach.

New 900cc triple engine – This is an all-new, more 
powerful Triumph triple engine with an innovative new 
firing order that introduces an even greater level of 
character and feel. Fully Euro 5 compliant, this larger 
capacity engine has a new crankshaft which improves 
the character and sound, new camshafts for increased 
torque and acceleration, new balancer, new pistons 
and new con rods. Delivering 10% more peak torque, 
along with more power and torque across the whole rev 
range, this all-new Tiger triple produces an incredible 
95PS peak power and 87Nm peak torque. 

High-specification suspension – The Tiger 900 GT range 
incorporates an advanced suspension set-up that can 
handle all the challenges you might face when on long-
distance rides. All GT models have a high-quality new 
Marzocchi suspension specification, with upside down 
cartridge forks, manually adjustable compression and 
rebound damping, and 180mm wheel travel at the front. 
At the rear, the GT has manual preload and rebound 
damping adjustment with 170mm wheel travel, while the 
top-spec GT Pro sets a new benchmark in the segment 
with a gas pressurised rear suspension unit (RSU).  
This is electronically adjustable for preload and rebound 
damping, with 170mm wheel travel. The GT Low Ride 
Height model has 140mm wheel travel at the front,  
and 151mm travel at the rear.

Significantly lighter with a new class-defining chassis – 
Ten kilograms lighter than its closest competition, the 
Tiger 900 features a new lighter weight modular steel 
trellis frame, with bolt-on rear sub-frame and bolt-on 
pillion hangers. There’s also a new twin radiator set-up, 
enhancing the new more aggressive adventure looks 
and bringing enhanced cooling performance  
with improved airflow management that reduces  
the ambient heat levels felt by the rider. 

Premium ride equipment – New category-leading high 
performance Brembo Stylema® monobloc brakes are 
lightweight, compact and deliver immediate response. 
An all-new airbox has a more easily accessible air filter 
designed for quick and easy replacement. The GT range 
also features as standard a two-position seat height, 
which is adjustable between 810 – 830mm, to suit any 
rider for a comfortable riding position on any journey. 
A new 20-litre fuel tank brings improved long-distance 
capability to the Tiger 900 GT range.

New ride-enhancing technology – The new  
Tiger 900 GT range features new optimised cornering 
ABS and optimised cornering traction control that’s 
enabled via a fully integrated Inertial Measurement 
Unit, plus class-leading new 7-inch TFT instruments, 
up to five riding modes, new all-LED lighting and 
Daytime Running Light (DRL – local restrictions 
may apply), heated grips and mobile phone storage 
with charging.

Low Ride Height – An even more accessible  
Tiger 900 GT is available that has a 50mm lower 
seat height than the standard GT, with dedicated 
forks and RSU with an exclusive suspension set-up, 
plus a lower seat height than any other Tiger 900 
model. The standard Tiger 900 GT and GT Pro have 
an adjustable seat height of between 810 – 830mm, 
while the Tiger 900 GT ‘Low Ride Height’ variant can 
be adjusted to between 760 – 780mm.

Additional specification on the GT Pro –  
New Triumph Shift Assist enables smooth and 
comfortable up and down clutchless gear changes, 
new Bluetooth® module and integrated My Triumph 
connectivity system for phone and GPS use, heated 
rider and pillion seats, five riding modes (Road, Rain, 
Off-Road, Sport and Rider-Programmable), illuminated 
switches and Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.
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        KEY FEATURES 900 GT GT Pro

Distinctive 900cc 3 cylinder engine & 
Ride-by-wire throttle ✔ ✔ ✔

20-litre fuel tank ✔ ✔ ✔

Adjustable screen ✔ ✔ ✔

Brembo Stylema® brakes ✔ ✔ ✔

Riding modes x2 x4 x5

Slip and assist clutch ✔ ✔ ✔

Power socket (1x 12V cockpit) ✔ ✔ ✔

Optimised cornering ABS and  
traction control  ✔ ✔

Inertial Measurement Unit by 
Continental  ✔ ✔

7-inch TFT full-colour instruments  ✔ ✔

LED headlight with daytime  
running light (DRL)  ✔ ✔

LED indicators  ✔ ✔

Heated grips  ✔ ✔

Cruise control  ✔ ✔

Handguards  ✔ ✔

Mobile phone storage with  
USB charging  ✔ ✔

Marzocchi rear suspension unit (RSU)   ✔

Heated rider and pillion seats  A ✔

Illuminated switchcube controls   ✔

Triumph Shift Assist  A ✔

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System A A ✔

LED fog lights  A ✔

Centre stand A A ✔

My Triumph connectivity system  A ✔

✔  Standard feature 
A  Available as accessory

The entry point into this exciting new family benefits  
from road-focused cast wheels and a lighter weight 
chassis set-up that includes an all-new enhanced twin 
radiator, and ride-enhancing features such as new  
high-specification Marzocchi front and rear suspension 
set-up, category-leading Brembo Stylema® brakes,  
and slip and assist clutch.

Taking the Tiger 900’s innovative specifications further, 
the GT adds a new class-leading 7-inch TFT instrument 
display, new optimised cornering ABS, optimised cornering 
traction control, Inertial Measurement Unit with fully 
integrated technology system, and ride-enhancing core 
technology including four riding modes, heated grips and 
cruise control. 

With the range-topping GT Pro, the specification reaches 
the highest level with a new unique tailored suspension 
set-up, including Marzocchi electronic rear suspension 
unit with four preload settings, My Triumph connectivity 
system, Triumph Shift Assist, heated rider and pillion 
seats, illuminated switches, Tyre Pressure Monitoring 

System and a fifth Rider-Programmable riding mode.

G T  R A N G E  
K E Y  F E A T U R E S
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T R A N S F O R M E D  
F O R  E V E N  M O R E  
O F F - R O A D  A D V E N T U R E
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ALL-NEW TIGER 900 RALLY RANGE

The new Tiger 900 Rally range has been created to squeeze maximum adventure from every single ride. 
You can take on any challenge or terrain, knowing you have a fully equipped adventure bike with all the triple 
engine performance, enhanced rider technology and premium equipment you need for full-on off-roading. 
With the new Tiger 900 Rally and Rally Pro, you’ll never have to compromise.

New 900cc triple engine – The all-new Triumph triple 
engine has incorporated a new firing order that 
gives a dynamic feel and a more engaged Tiger riding 
experience, with characterful low-down punch and 
thrilling mid- and top-end performance. The larger 
capacity engine has a new crankshaft which improves 
the engine’s character and sound, new camshafts for 
increased torque and acceleration, new balancer, new 
pistons and new con rods. Delivering a 10% step-up in 
torque, alongside even more power and torque across 
the whole rev range, the new Tiger engine produces 
95PS peak power and 87Nm peak torque, with a  
smooth linear delivery low down and up through the 
range, plus an incredibly responsive throttle control,  
off-road and on.

High-specification suspension – The Tiger 900 Rally 
range suspension set-ups are ready for even more 
advanced off-road riding, featuring new Showa 
upside down cartridge front forks with 240mm front 
wheel travel, fully adjustable for preload, rebound 
and compression damping, and a new Showa gas 
pressurised rear suspension unit (RSU) that delivers 
230mm rear wheel travel and is fully adjustable for 
preload and rebound damping. These have been 
developed to deliver the ultimate road and off-road 
capability in the middleweight adventure segment.

Significantly lighter with a new class-defining chassis – 
The Tiger 900 features a new lighter weight modular 
steel trellis frame, with bolt-on rear sub-frame and bolt-
on pillion hangers. There’s also a new twin radiator set-
up, delivering striking adventure looks and enhanced 
cooling performance with improved airflow management 
that reduces the ambient heat levels felt by the rider. 

Premium ride equipment – New category-leading high 
performance Brembo Stylema® monobloc brakes are 
lightweight, compact and deliver immediate response. 
An all-new airbox has a more easily accessible air filter 
designed for quick and easy replacement. In addition,  
the Rally range has a higher seat height to give a more 
dominant off-road riding position, which is adjustable 
between 850 – 870mm. A new 20-litre fuel tank brings 
improved long-distance capability and range. Dedicated 
high-specification Pirelli Scorpion Rally tyres have been 
tested and handbook-approved to enhance the off-road 
capability of the Tiger 900 Rally models. 

New ride-enhancing technology – The new Tiger 900 Rally  
range features new optimised cornering ABS and 
optimised cornering traction control enabled via a fully 
integrated Inertial Measurement Unit, plus class-leading 
new 7-inch TFT instrument display, up to six riding 
modes, new all-LED lighting and Daytime Running Light 
(DRL - local restrictions may apply), heated grips and 
mobile phone storage with charging.

Additional specification on the Rally Pro – A new Triumph 
Shift Assist for smooth up and down clutchless gear 
changes, new Bluetooth® module and integrated  
My Triumph connectivity system, heated rider and pillion 
seats, six riding modes (Road, Rain, Off-Road, Sport, 
Off-Road Pro and Rider-Programmable), illuminated 
switches, and Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF OUR NEW TIGER 900 RALLY 
LINE-UP? SCAN TO GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK:   
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The Rally showcases off-road ready spoked tubeless 
wheels, category-leading Brembo Stylema® brakes, 
Showa upside down cartridge front forks and new gas 
pressurised rear suspension unit, optimised cornering 
ABS and optimised cornering traction control, with IMU 
and fully integrated technology system. A high level of 
core technology includes a new class-leading 7-inch TFT 
instrument display, signature all-LED lighting, heated  
grips and four riding modes.

Rally specifications are raised to a range-topping level 
with the addition of the Triumph Shift Assist and Tyre 
Pressure Monitoring System. The top-specification 
technology on the Rally Pro continues with illuminated 
switches, heated rider and pillion seats and six riding 
modes including ‘Off-Road Pro’ and ‘Rider-Programmable’ 

for the ultimate personalised off-road set-up. 

        KEY FEATURES RALLY RALLY 
PRO

Distinctive 900cc 3 cylinder engine &  
Ride-by-wire throttle ✔ ✔

20-litre fuel tank ✔ ✔

Adjustable screen ✔ ✔

Brembo Stylema® brakes ✔ ✔

Riding modes x4 x6

Slip and assist clutch ✔ ✔

Power socket (1x 12V cockpit) ✔ ✔

Optimised cornering ABS  
and traction control ✔ ✔

Inertial Measurement Unit by Continental ✔ ✔

Spoked tubeless wheels ✔ ✔

Showa fully adjustable suspension ✔ ✔

7-inch TFT full-colour instruments ✔ ✔

LED headlight with daytime  
running light (DRL) ✔ ✔

LED Indicators ✔ ✔

Heated grips ✔ ✔

Cruise control ✔ ✔

Handguards ✔ ✔

Mobile phone storage with USB charging ✔ ✔

Heated rider and pillion seats A ✔

Illuminated switchcube controls  ✔

Triumph Shift Assist A ✔

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System A ✔

LED fog lights A ✔

Centre stand A ✔

Engine protection bars A ✔

Aluminium sump guard A ✔

My Triumph connectivity system A ✔

✔  Standard feature 
A  Available as accessory

R A L L Y 
R A N G E  K E Y 
F E A T U R E S
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For maximum freedom to take your adventures further,  
there are over 65 genuine Triumph accessories that have been 
designed to perfectly complement the new Tiger 900’s exciting 
possibilities. This extensive range includes new luggage and a 
host of accessories designed to enhance comfort, capability  
and style, all crafted to suit your riding requirements. 

STORAGE CAPABILITY

Always the most popular accessory choice for adventurers,  
the Tiger 900 has an extensive range of resourceful luggage 
items designed to give you even more adventure options when 
you’re planning some serious riding.

Givi Trekker luggage. Individually versatile, together ready for 
anything, and perfect for longer journeys; this 3-piece luggage 
set contains a generous 52-litre top box that is securely fitted 
via a sliding carriage mount and can accommodate two full 
face helmets or up to 10kg. Two toughened frame-mounted 
panniers with 33-litre (right-hand side) and 46-litre (left-hand 
side) capacities that can carry up to 5kg each, and have multi-fit 
options that enable each pannier to be fitted to the sliding rack 
to provide smaller top box options. 

Other storage solutions include a 42-litre Expedition top box 
and 32-litre Expedition panniers which have an aluminium outer 
construction for even more off-road durability, a restyled 50-litre 
tail bag with moulded base, and a fully waterproof 40-litre 
capacity roll bag.

Fitted waterproof inner bags are also available for all genuine 
Triumph motorcycle luggage.

A D D I N G  T O  T H E 
A D V E N T U R E

RIDE COMFORT

Eating up the miles or negotiating unfamiliar terrain is even more enjoyable with the enhanced softness and support you get from 
an accessory seat. Comfort seats are available for all Tiger 900 models in rider and pillion versions, as is a low seat height option.

Also available for the base Tiger 900 and the Rally and GT are heated rider and pillion seats. Heated rider seats have three 
temperature settings, while heated pillion seats have two. Settings can be conveniently controlled through the handlebar switchcube 
for the rider and are in easy reach for the pillion with controls under the grab rail – allowing both rider and pillion to control their own 
comfort even when on the move. 

For truly versatile comfort, the aero deflector accessory is easily mounted to the Tiger’s screen and creates additional wind protection 
by channelling airflow up and over rider and pillion.
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BIKE PROTECTION

Help to maintain your bike's pristine condition with a whole range of protective accessories that  
include stainless steel fuel tank protection and engine bars, aluminium radiator guards and an 
aluminium sump guard for additional sturdy defence.

Several recommended bike security options are available from Triumph dealerships including:  
Triumph Protect+ alarm and Sold Secure products: alarm disc lock, chain and lock, ground anchor,  
U-lock and disc lock.

At the end of your day’s riding, pull over your Triumph-branded bike cover; its tough outer construction 
with internally bonded seams will keep everything fresh and dry for tomorrow’s adventure. 

TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENTS

Tiger 900 technology accessories are designed for riders looking to add even more capability to 
their already high-specification technology set-up. Accessory-fitted LED indicators add a dash of 
sophistication, as do the new scrolling LED indicators with their eye-catching dynamic light pattern, 
while LED fog lights provide a taller, broader beam of light when you need it. And for additional peace 
of mind, the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS*) accessory continually monitors front and rear 
tyres, and displays automatic notifications whenever pressure drops to a noteworthy level. 

Triumph Track+ is a Thatcham-approved 24/7 tracking functionality which, when triggered by 
unauthorised movement or tampering, alerts a secure call centre in the UK via an external GPS 
transceiver so you know the whereabouts of your bike at all times.  

WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

Revolutionise your riding with a dealership-fitted Bluetooth® module and My Triumph connectivity 
system that’s accessible via your TFT instrument screen, and navigable using the Tiger 900’s 5-way 
joystick to implement wireless phone calls, notifications and music, as well as turn-by-turn navigation 
and GoPro interaction. This incredible feature comes as standard on the Tiger 900 Rally Pro and GT Pro 
and is an accessory-fit option for the mid-spec Rally and GT. 

CAPABILITY UPGRADES

Want to squeeze even more from your Tiger 900? The Triumph Shift Assist enables you to make up  
and down gear changes without the use of the clutch, so you can enjoy smooth, comfortable clutchless 
gear changes whilst maintaining acceleration. It comes as standard on the Tiger 900 GT Pro and  
Rally Pro and is available as an accessory-fit on all other models.

*GT Pro and Rally Pro models are already fitted with the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.

E V E N  M O R E 
E N H A N C E M E N T S
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THE  1200 FAMILY

G O  A N Y W H E R E. 
T A K E  O N  A N Y T H I N G.
TIGER 1200 ALPINE & XR RANGE

With a comprehensive line-up featuring five  
road-focused adventure models, each is packed  
with its own dedicated level of technology, an engine 
delivering immediate, smooth power, enhanced 
ergonomics and a new level of capability for  
maximum all-road, all-day comfort.

TIGER 1200 DESERT & XC RANGE

Purpose-built for the toughest off-road challenges  
and road adventures, the Desert and XC models are  
the most advanced Tigers 1200s ever. Every technology 
innovation, engine enhancement, and ergonomic 
refinement has been designed to deliver more 
immediate torque, feel and character for a truly epic ride.
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T H E  U L T I M A T E  
R O A D - F O C U S E D  
A D V E N T U R E R
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T IGER 1200 XR RANGE

Road-focused adventure – As no two riders or rides 
will ever be the same, we’ve built the XR range to be 
the most comprehensive road-focused adventure 
range available, so you can choose the Tiger that suits 
you best. From the top-specification fully loaded  
XRT, to the mid-spec XRX, or the base-specification 
XR, each has its own dedicated standard of 
technology and equipment.

Triple engine roar – Power is everything and the 
Triumph 1215cc triple engine delivers smooth, 
immediate torque low down and throughout the 
rev range, with peak power of 141PS at 9,350rpm. 
The result is an engine that delivers all the power 
needed for complete freedom to ride anywhere and 
everywhere, with a high first major service interval of 
10,000 miles (16,000km). For that signature triple roar, 
there is a stylish, sculpted high-level silencer on the 
XR and mid-spec XRX, and a premium Arrow titanium 
and carbon fibre silencer on the top-spec XRT.

The ultimate ride – With an incredibly high standard  
of core technology, each of the XR models offers 
a unique set-up as standard. Every Tiger 1200 
incorporates the high-specification Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU), which fully integrates  
many of the bike’s systems to work in harmony to 
deliver the ultimate ride. Even the base-specification  
XR features Triumph’s Ride-by-wire system, three 
riding modes, a USB port and 12V power sockets.

Dynamic, agile and confidence-inspiring  
handling – All models are significantly lighter than 
previous generations by up to 11kg, with a host of 
top-specification equipment and features, superior 
ergonomics and Triumph’s trademark neutral and  
agile handling for maximum long-distance comfort. 

Engineering innovation – The top-spec Tiger 1200 XRT 
adds the Triumph Shift Assist quickshifter system 
for clutchless gear changes, and Triumph Adaptive 
Cornering Lighting for optimum night-time visibility  
in all riding situations. The Tigers’ advanced lighting  
set-up is enhanced by full-LED lighting on the mid  
and top level models, offering a powerful, clear vision 
of the road ahead.

All-day comfort – Every model in the Tiger 1200 XR 
range benefits from a unique-in-segment electrically 
adjustable screen and unprecedented aero protection, 
providing low wind resistance for all-day comfort, 
however long the road.

Premium finish – The Tiger 1200 XR range has  
premium bodywork, colours and graphics for that 
unmistakable Tiger style, finely tuned rider  
ergonomics for a commanding and comfortable riding 
position, a comfortable seat compound and stylish 
black aluminium cast wheels. With high-specification  
Brembo brakes, WP adjustable suspension and 
adjustable seat height, the Tiger 1200 XR line-up 
delivers a genuinely superior riding experience.

Whether it’s the adventure of a lifetime or a trip into the city, the endlessly capable, innovative and  
feature-packed Tiger 1200 XR line-up makes any journey feel enjoyably epic, yet effortless. When you want  
a road ride that’s smooth and commanding with plenty of options for thrilling explorations off the beaten track,  
the 1200 XR range is a perfect choice.
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Inspired by the great road-going journeys that  
Tiger 1200 riders have enjoyed across one of the  
world’s most breathtakingly beautiful mountain  
ranges, the new Tiger 1200 Alpine Edition features  
new higher-tailored levels of technology and equipment 
that have been designed to maximise the Tiger’s road 
and touring capabilities, and deliver even better value  
for money. 

The additional key enhancements of this new Tiger 1200 
Alpine Edition include Triumph Shift Assist for clutchless 
gear changes, premium Arrow silencer for its incredible 
triple soundtrack, and a striking one-off paint scheme 
with exclusive graphics.

As well as impressive 141PS peak power and 122Nm  
peak torque figures, this powerful road-focused 
motorcycle benefits from all-LED lighting, four riding 
modes, optimised cornering ABS & traction control,  
high-specification Triumph Semi-Active Suspension, 
heated grips, Brembo brakes, electrically-adjustable 
windscreen and an adjustable seat height.

The Tiger 1200 Alpine Edition’s exceptional finish is 
completed with a one-off ‘Snowdonia White’ special 
edition paint scheme and unique ‘Alpine Edition’ graphics.

TIGER 1200 ALPINE EDITION
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X R  R A N G E 
K E Y  F E A T U R E S

        KEY FEATURES XR XRx Alpine XRT

5-inch TFT adjustable instruments ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Brembo monobloc front brakes ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Cast wheels ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Centre stand ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Cruise control ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Electrically adjustable screen ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Power socket (12V) x1 x2 x2 x2

Riding modes x3 x4 x4 x5

Ride-by-wire throttle ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Torque assist hydraulic clutch ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Optimised cornering ABS  
and traction control  ✔ ✔ ✔

Inertial Measurement Unit by 
Continental  ✔ ✔ ✔

Triumph Semi-Active Suspension  ✔ ✔ ✔

Keyless ignition  ✔ ✔ ✔

Handguards A ✔ ✔ ✔

Heated grips A ✔ ✔ ✔

LED headlight and daytime  
running light (DRL)  ✔ ✔ ✔

LED self-cancelling indicators  ✔ ✔ ✔

Illuminated switchcube controls  ✔ ✔ ✔

USB charging (underseat)  ✔ ✔ ✔

Heated rider and pillion seats A A A ✔

Triumph Shift Assist  A ✔ ✔

LED fog lights A A A ✔

Hill Hold Control   ✔ ✔

Adaptive Cornering Lighting   ✔

Arrow silencer A ✔ ✔

✔  Standard feature 
A  Available as accessory

The entry-level Tiger 1200 XR model offers ride-enhancing 
features including easy-to-use cruise control, ABS and 
traction control, with cast wheels and a sculpted silencer.

A full-colour, adjustable TFT instrument screen on the 
mid-spec XRX brings a choice of display themes and styles, 
while the bike’s menus can be quickly accessed through 
ergonomic, premium backlit switchcubes, optimised for 
easy fingertip control. An additional level of technology 
is included with Triumph Semi-Active Suspension, keyless 
ignition, optimised cornering ABS, optimised cornering 
traction control, four riding modes and heated grips. 
There’s also a Low Ride Height XRx model available, with a 
seat height range of 790mm to 810mm, 45mm lower than 
the standard XRX model.

That first-class feeling is heightened further by Triumph’s 
Shift Assist technology, to effortlessly enable clutchless 
up and down gear shifts, which significantly reduces rider 
fatigue, plus an Arrow titanium and carbon fibre silencer 
as standard. On top of the XRX specification, the XRT also 
adds Adaptive Cornering Lighting, five riding modes, a 
taller touring screen, heated rider and pillion seats and 
Hill Hold, for extra stability when pulling away on steep 
inclines or when travelling fully loaded.

Inspired by the most challenging Alpine adventures 
ever made by Tiger 1200 riders, this new special edition 
motorcycle has a unique combination of enhanced 
specifications and premium one-of-a-kind paint scheme 

and graphics.
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F I R S T - C L A S S  
E P I C
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T IGER 1200 XC RANGE

There’s a world of experiences waiting out there. 
Landscapes to be discovered. Roads to be conquered.  
Terrains to be tamed. And when the spirit of 
adventure is in your DNA, you don’t need permission 
to go and do it, just any excuse. So when you’re 
ready to leave the everyday behind and discover 
the freedom, exhilaration and sheer fun of real 
adventure riding, you’ll find your perfect partner 
within the Tiger 1200 XC line-up.

Ready for adventure – For riders who want a  
distinctly off-road bias to their adventures, there  
are two Tiger 1200 XC models to choose from, each 
with its own dedicated level of technology and 
specification: the adventure-ready XCX model and  
the top-specification fully loaded XCA.

A new breed of Tiger – Both Tiger XC models are 
significantly lighter (by up to 10kg), more agile, and 
more capable than previous generations, making  
them our lightest breed of Tiger 1200 to date. Both  
are designed to be as commanding off the road as 
they are on it, courtesy of a dedicated Off-Road Pro 
riding mode, a powerful triple engine and refined 
ergonomics, giving low-speed manoeuvrability and 
long-distance comfort.

Rider-focused technology – With the highest level 
of technology ever on a Tiger 1200, the XC range 
incorporates a host of state-of-the-art features 
including innovative Triumph Adaptive Cornering 
Lighting on the XCA for optimum, focused night-time 
visibility in all riding situations, and full-LED lighting  
on both models for powerful clear vision ahead.  
A full-colour, adjustable 5-inch TFT display screen 
offers a choice of exciting themes and styles, where 
clear and intuitive menus are quickly accessed 
through ergonomic switchcubes. These have been 
optimised for easy fingertip control and backlit with 
illuminated buttons for ease of use at night.

Thrilling engine – The latest generation of our 
signature Triumph 1215cc triple engine (the most 
powerful shaft-driven engine in its class with 141PS 
at 9,350rpm), has lighter, lower inertia components, 
and spins up rapidly to give you more immediate 
power delivery. The distinctive exhaust system not 
only enhances performance, but also delivers the 
thrilling signature triple sound that is loved by riders 
worldwide. The result is an engine that delivers all the 
power needed for complete freedom to ride anywhere 
and everywhere, and has a high first major service 
interval of 10,000 miles (16,000km). With an amazing 
standard of core technology, both XC models feature 
the Tiger 1200’s Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), 
ensuring the bike’s systems work in harmony to 
deliver the perfect ride whatever the conditions, and 
a seamlessly integrated optimised cornering braking 
system which helps to keep the rider safe at all times.

Off-road power – The Tiger XC range is stylishly 
finished with premium bodywork, graphics and colours. 
Boasting high-specification WP adjustable suspension, 
Brembo brakes, adjustable seat height, spoked wheels 
and handbook-approved off-road tyre fitment option, 
you can be assured that the Tiger 1200 XC line-up is 
as capable off-road as it is on.
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Inspired by the epic adventures taken by Tiger 1200 
riders across the most inhospitable and challenging 
deserts in the world, from the Sahara to the Kalahari  
and beyond, the new Tiger 1200 Desert Edition builds  
on the big Tiger’s well-appointed versatility with a  
one-off special edition paint scheme and a unique  
high-specification set-up designed for maximum 
capability and even greater value for money.

As well as delivering 141PS peak power and 122Nm  
peak torque, the Desert Edition is supported by  
fully-integrated ride-enhancing technology that  
includes five riding modes, all-LED lighting, optimised 
cornering ABS & traction control, Triumph Semi-Active 
Suspension, full-colour TFT instruments, electrically-
adjustable windscreen and heated grips.

Advancing the Tiger’s equipment specification and 
enhancing its accessibility, this Desert Edition also 
benefits from unique features previously only available 
as standard on top-spec Tigers, including a lighter weight 
premium Arrow silencer and, for clutchless gear changes 
and an even smoother ride, Triumph Shift Assist.

The Desert Edition’s superior finish is uniquely 
characterised by its one-off ‘Sandstorm’ special edition 
paint scheme and unique ‘Desert Edition’ graphics.

TIGER 1200 DESERT EDITION
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The XCX is a full 5kg lighter than previous generations 
and features the Tiger’s ride-by-wire system with five 
riding modes, including an Off-Road Pro riding mode, 
Triumph Semi-Active Suspension, optimised cornering ABS, 
optimised cornering traction control, heated grips, a USB 
port and two 12V power sockets.

The top-specification XCA features everything found on 
the XCX and adds even more state-of-the-art technology 
and capability. This includes LED Adaptive Cornering 
Lighting, Triumph’s Shift Assist system, which enables 
smooth clutchless gear changes while maintaining 
acceleration, a Hill Hold function for enhanced stability 
when moving off on steep inclines or travelling fully 
loaded, plus heated rider and pillion seats and a taller 
touring screen.

New for 2020, a special edition motorcycle inspired by 
the epic off-road and touring adventures Tiger 1200 
riders have made worldwide, with an updated tailor-made 
specification and one-off premium paint scheme  

and graphics.

X C  R A N G E  
K E Y  F E A T U R E S

        KEY FEATURES XCX Desert XCA

5-inch TFT adjustable instruments ✔ ✔ ✔

Brembo monobloc front brakes ✔ ✔ ✔

Centre stand ✔ ✔ ✔

Cruise control ✔ ✔ ✔

Electrically adjustable screen ✔ ✔ ✔

Power sockets (2 x 12V) ✔ ✔ ✔

Riding modes x5 x5 x6

Ride-by-wire throttle ✔ ✔ ✔

Torque assist hydraulic clutch ✔ ✔ ✔

Optimised cornering ABS and  
traction control ✔ ✔ ✔

Inertial Measurement Unit by Continental ✔ ✔ ✔

Triumph Semi-Active Suspension ✔ ✔ ✔

Keyless ignition ✔ ✔ ✔

Off-road ready spoked wheels ✔ ✔ ✔

Rugged aluminium sump guard ✔ ✔ ✔

Handguards ✔ ✔ ✔

Heated grips ✔ ✔ ✔

LED headlight and LED daytime  
running light (DRL) ✔ ✔ ✔

LED self-cancelling indicators ✔ ✔ ✔

Engine protection bars ✔ ✔ ✔

USB charging (underseat) ✔ ✔ ✔

Illuminated switchcube controls ✔ ✔ ✔

Radiator guard ✔ ✔ ✔

Billet machined footrests A A ✔

Heated rider and pillion seats A A ✔

Triumph Shift Assist A ✔ ✔

LED fog lights A A ✔

Hill Hold Control  ✔ ✔

Adaptive Cornering Lighting  ✔

Arrow silencer A ✔ ✔

✔  Standard feature 
A  Available as accessory
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E N H A N C E  
Y O U R  R I D E
Whoever you are and wherever you want to ride, we have  
an extensive range of Triumph Tiger 1200 accessories to  
suit you. Whether you want to add a little more capability  
or comfort to your Tiger, or are looking for additional luggage 
space, our genuine Triumph accessories are designed to fit 
your bike perfectly. 
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E X P A N D  
Y O U R 
H O R I Z O N S
You can add a serious level of touring capability to 
your Tiger 1200 with the ‘Expedition Pack’. Built with 
the same attention to detail as our motorcycles, the 
pack consists of a 42-litre Expedition top box and 
32-litre Expedition panniers which have aluminium 
outer construction for durability, and benefit from a 
one-key locking system which allows you to operate 
them using the bike’s ignition key.

Whatever you choose, all Triumph accessories are 
designed and developed in conjunction with your  
bike, ensuring the highest levels of quality, reliability 
and safety.

Specify your perfect ride now with our easy-to-use  
online configurator.
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Perfectly balanced with real sporting prowess, the Tiger Sport 
is designed for both long-distance touring and everyday get 
on and go.

For a completely thrilling and responsive riding experience, 
our signature 1050cc triple engine delivers waves of immediate 
torque and excellent fuel economy, plus a torque-assist clutch 
that reduces lever effort to ease the strain of long journeys. 
The advanced capability of the Tiger Sport is undeniable, with 
rider-focused technology such as ride-by-wire, cruise control, 
ABS, switchable multi-level traction control and three riding 
modes – Road, Rain, and of course, Sport.

On the outside lies a dynamic and purposeful style, with 
advanced comfort levels all round, excellent protection from 
the elements, large load-carrying ability and a truly dynamic, 
imposing and sporty character.

Meet the bike that absolutely does it all – one that gives you 
the best of all worlds with no compromises.

M E E T  T H E  B I K E 
T H A T  D O E S  I T  A L L 
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G E A R  U P  F O R 
A D V E N T U R E
TAKE ON THE WORLD WITH 
OUR GORE-TEX® TECHNICAL 
CLOTHING RANGE
Every piece of our Triumph Adventure clothing collection 
has been designed to tackle any condition and any climate - 
wherever your adventure takes you.

The range features globally renowned GORE-TEX® material for 
exceptional all-weather protection, optimised breathability 
and comfort, as well as full D3O Armour. D3O – a strong, light 
and incredibly comfortable material – provides amazing levels 
of impact protection, for a secure and safe ride at all times.

The range includes:

•   Malvern jacket and jeans for men with GORE-TEX® Pro – 
their highest specification material – and full D3O Armour

•   Brecon jacket and jeans for men with 3-layer GORE-TEX® 
technology and full venting 

•   Snowdon jacket and jeans for ladies with GORE-TEX® Z-liner 
and full D3O Armour

All three jackets are equipped with reflective detailing for 
improved visibility, a removable soft shell inner that can be 
worn separately and sleeve, wrist and waist adjustment for  
a personalised fit.

Then there’s our extensive range of casual clothing, with 
t-shirts and sweatshirts for both men and women, that add  
a little style to every adventure.

Designed by Triumph in the UK, and tested by riders,  
for riders – our great range of clothing will help you  
get the most out of every ride.
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Discover all the thrills of off-road riding at our UK Triumph Adventure Experience (TAE). Extend your skills  
while exploring a whole range of immersive and fun riding courses designed for riders to build or enhance their 
off-road riding capability.

Located in South Wales at the foot of the Brecon Beacons the TAE caters for all abilities, from absolute  
beginners to advanced off-roaders. Take on dramatic natural terrain and stunning scenery while riding the latest 
generation of Triumph Tiger, Scrambler 1200 or Street Scrambler motorcycles. The world-class facilities include  
a multi-terrain arena and fully equipped adventure centre, with classroom, briefing room and refreshment area. 
Appropriate clothing is also available to hire.

Our experienced, dedicated team of fully-qualified instructors will provide advice and guidance throughout  
your training, working with you to maximise your skills and to help ensure that you get the absolute most from 
your visit, leaving you with lots of unforgettable off-road riding memories.

Visit triumphadventureexperience.co.uk to find out more.

TRIUMPH ADVENTURE EXPERIENCE

Every bike that leaves our factory is designed with obsessive attention to detail and built to exacting  
standards. When it comes to routine maintenance, as you would expect, factory trained technicians using  
only genuine components, plus the latest diagnostic software and Triumph specialised tools, are standard  
in every Triumph dealership.

All of our dealers share the same passion and commitment that was inherent during the build of your Triumph, 
ensuring your complete satisfaction is at the heart of everything they do. Comprehensive service support 
from our extensive dealer network means that they are there for you when you need them, from routine 
maintenance to full personalisation, all backed up by the same 2-year unlimited mileage network warranty 
originally supplied with your Triumph*.

*Please visit the Triumph website for full terms & conditions.

NO ONE KNOWS YOUR TRIUMPH BETTER

To help you enjoy your Triumph motorcycle even more, 
we go above and beyond the ride to offer the following 
Triumph programmes: 

TRIUMPH ASSIST  
Triumph Assist is a breakdown assistance package 
developed with the RAC which gives you 24 months 
Triumph Assist UK and European breakdown cover, 
including road traffic incident assistance and key 
recovery, for Roadside, Recovery and At Home. 

European Rescue includes cover in 20 European 
countries and ensures that we’ll fix your bike at  
the roadside or take it to the nearest Triumph 
dealer or garage. Triumph Assist will cover the cost 
of accommodation, continuing your journey or even 
getting you and your pillion back to the UK with 
English-speaking incident managers on call 24/7. 

Call Triumph Assist Customer Services on  
0330 332 8288 to find out more. 

TRIUMPH INSURANCE  
With Triumph Insurance, you have the reassurance that 
you are protected by one of the UK’s top motorcycle 
insurers – an insurer who looks after  
you when you need it. 

With a number of bespoke policies and additional benefits 
at our disposal, including an exclusive Triumph Aviva 
Insurance Policy, we’re confident that we’ll be able to cater 
for all of your insurance needs in one place. 

Call now for a no obligation quote: 0800 032 5560 

Triumph Motorcycles Ltd is an Introducer Appointed 
Representative of Adrian Flux Insurance.  

Triumph Insurance is a trading name of Adrian Flux 
Insurance Services Group who are authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under 
firm reference number 307071. 

TRIUMPH SERVICE PLANS  
Your Triumph is special to you, and deserves special 
treatment when it’s time for a service or repair.  
So, put it in the hands of people who know and care 
about your bike as much as you do: your authorised 
Triumph dealer. 

We can also help you spread the cost and plan 
ahead with a fixed price Service Plan, covering all 
your scheduled servicing for two or three years with 
affordable monthly payments. Your Triumph will be 
serviced using Triumph Genuine Parts fitted complete 
with a two-year warranty, with a Triumph stamp in  
your service book. 

MASTER SECURITY SCHEME  
Every new Triumph motorcycle is fitted with Datatag’s 
security technology as standard for added protection 
and peace of mind. 

FINANCING YOUR TRIUMPH  
Riders love control. So, if you like to control your 
motorcycling expenditure, you should consider a TriStar 
finance option. Whether it’s a TriStar Hire Purchase or 
TriStar Personal Contract Purchase, we’re sure to have 
an option to suit you. 

Credit is subject to status. UK residents aged 18+. 
Triumph TriStar is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd,  
St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. 

TRIUMPHTRISTAR.CO.UK 

FOR THE RIDE, AND BEYOND. 
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You’ll find a high level of state-of-the-art technology built into our Tiger 1200 
and new Tiger 900 range that has been carefully developed to enhance your 
ride – each feature being designed specifically to give you maximum benefit 
and enhance real-world rideability.

T I G E R  T E C H N O LO G Y  AT  A  G L A N C E

TIGER 1200 TIGER 900
XR XRx XRT XCx XCA Alpine Desert 900 GT GT  

PRO
RALLY RALLY 

PRO

LIGHTING

ALL-LED LIGHTING 
Providing visibility and style, our LED signature lighting  
creates clear views ahead.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

ADAPTIVE CORNERING LIGHTING 
Advanced dynamic system providing enhanced night-time 
visibility, with increasing intensity according to lean angle.

✔ ✔

INTEGRATED FEATURES

FULL-COLOUR, ADJUSTABLE 5-INCH TFT INSTRUMENTS 
Full-colour, clear instrumentation providing precise rider 
information with an intuitive operation.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

NEW CLASS-LEADING 7-INCH TFT INSTRUMENTS 
Accesses a host of information via the 7-inch colour display  
from the on-board computer.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

FULLY INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
The brain of the bike seamlessly integrates the motorcycle’s 
state-of-the-art technologies.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

OFF-ROAD PRO RIDING MODE 
Delivering the most focused off-road set-up, advanced riders  
can opt to turn systems off and be in total individual control.

✔ ✔ ✔

TRIUMPH SHIFT ASSIST 
Facilitating seamless clutchless up and down shifts,  
this system significantly reduces rider fatigue.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

KEYLESS IGNITION 
The Tiger 1200 is easy to live with daily as it features  
our premium keyless ignition.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

USB AND 12V POWER SOCKETS 
Convenient power sockets for charging equipment and  
powering heated clothing whilst on the road.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

TIGER 1200 TIGER 900
XR XRx XRT XCx XCA Alpine Desert 900 GT GT  

PRO
RALLY RALLY 

PRO

SUSPENSION & BRAKING

TRIUMPH SEMI-ACTIVE SUSPENSION 
Electronic control adjustment of front and rear suspension 
damping, adapting to the terrain being covered.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

INTEGRATED BRAKING SYSTEM 
Integrated braking system automatically applies a percentage  
of rear brake when the front brake is applied.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

OPTIMISED CORNERING ABS 
Superb braking stability even when approaching the most 
challenging apex, by actively monitoring lean angle and speed 
to deliver optimum braking performance.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

OPTIMISED CORNERING TRACTION CONTROL 
Traction control inputs are adjusted for optimal application  
in all cornering scenarios. 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT (IMU) 
Enables optimised cornering ABS and traction control by 
calculating the bike’s lean angle and automatically selecting 
the most appropriate settings.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM 
Automatic notifications if your tyre pressures fall below optimum levels. ✔ ✔

EVERYTHING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

BACKLIT BUTTONS 
New ergonomically designed handlebar switchcubes and joystick 
are fully backlit to make night-time use easy.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

CRUISE CONTROL 
Accessed through the left-hand switchcube, our easy-to-use  
cruise control, with easy rider speed adjustment control,  
reduces rider fatigue.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

UP TO SIX RIDING MODES 
At the press of a button you can change the configuration  
of the bike to suit your riding style, weather and surface  
conditions. The six riding modes are: Road, Rain, Sport,  
Off-Road, Off-Road Pro and Rider-Programmable.

x3 x4 x5 x5 x6 x4 x5 x2 x4 x5 x4 x6

HILL HOLD CONTROL 
Prevents the bike from rolling backwards when setting  
off on a hill, even when fully loaded.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

RIDE-BY-WIRE THROTTLE 
Delivers smooth, progressive throttle application.  
Also enables cruise control functionality and riding modes.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE SCREEN 
A unique-in-class electrically adjustable screen features  
on all Tiger 1200 models – electrically adjustable whilst riding.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

HEATED EQUIPMENT 
Enabling all-year-round comfort, heated grips  
and seats keep the rider and pillion comfortable  
in cold climates.

grips grips  
&  

seats

grips grips  
&  

seats

grips grips grips grips  
&  

seats

grips grips  
&  

seats
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TIGER 1200 XC RANGE & DESERT 
XCX, XCA, DESERT

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,  
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 1215cc
–
MAX POWER 141PS / 139bhp (104kW) @ 9,350rpm
– 
MAX TORQUE 122Nm @ 7,600rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION WP 48mm upside down forks, 
electronically adjustable damping, 190mm travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION WP mono-shock, electronically 
adjustable semi-active damping with automatic 
preload adjustment, 193mm rear wheel travel 
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 305mm floating discs, Brembo 
monobloc 4-piston radial calipers, switchable ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2- piston 
sliding caliper, switchable ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 835-855mm
–
DRY WEIGHT (DESERT) 246kg (XCX and XCA) 248kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

TIGER 1200 XR RANGE & ALPINE 
XR, XRx, XRx LRH*, XRT, ALPINE

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,  
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 1215cc
–
MAX POWER 141PS / 139bhp (104kW) @ 9,350rpm
– 
MAX TORQUE 122Nm @ 7,600rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION (XR) WP 48mm upside down forks, 
rebound and compression damping adjustment on fork caps, 
190mm travel  
(ALPINE, XRX, XRT) WP 48mm upside down forks, 
electronically adjustable damping, 190mm travel (XRX LRH) 
168mm travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION (XR) WP mono-shock, rebound  
damping adjustment, hydraulic preload adjustment,  
193mm rear wheel travel  
(ALPINE, XRX, XRT) WP mono-shock, electronically adjustable  
semi-active damping with automatic preload adjustment, 
193mm rear wheel travel  
(XRX LRH) 158mm rear wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 305mm floating discs, Brembo monobloc 
4-piston radial calipers, switchable ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2- piston sliding 
caliper, switchable ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 835-855mm (XRX LRH) 790-810mm
–
DRY WEIGHT (XR, ALPINE) 242kg  
(XRX and XRX LRH) 244kg (XRT) 243kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

*LRH = Low Ride Height model

F U L L 
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

TIGER SPORT

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,  
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 1050cc
–
MAX POWER 126PS / 123bhp (93kW) @ 9,475rpm
– 
MAX TORQUE 106Nm @ 7,000rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 43mm upside down 
forks with adjustable preload, rebound and 
compression damping, 140mm travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION Showa mono-shock with 
adjustable preload and rebound damping,  
155mm rear wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs,  
Nissin 4-piston radial calipers, ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc,  
Nissin 2-piston caliper, ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 830mm
–
DRY WEIGHT 218kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

TIGER 900 GT RANGE 
900 (BASE MODEL), GT, GT LRH, GT PRO

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,  
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 888cc
–
MAX POWER 95.2PS / 93.9bhp (70kW) @ 8,750rpm
– 
MAX TORQUE 87Nm @ 7,250rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Marzocchi 45mm upside  
down forks – non adjustable  
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Marzocchi 45mm upside down 
forks with manual rebound and compression damping 
adjustment, 180mm travel (140mm LRH)
–
REAR SUSPENSION Marzocchi rear suspension unit 
with manual preload adjustment, 170mm rear wheel travel  
(GT, GT LRH) Marzocchi rear suspension unit with manual 
preload and rebound damping adjustment, 170mm wheel 
travel (151mm LRH)  
(GT PRO) Marzocchi rear suspension unit, electronically 
adjustable preload and rebound damping, 170mm rear 
wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo 
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master 
cylinder, ABS  
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Twin 320mm floating discs, 
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master 
cylinder, optimised cornering ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, Brembo single piston 
sliding caliper, ABS  
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Single 255mm disc, Brembo  
single piston sliding caliper, optimised cornering ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 810-830mm (GT LRH) 760-780mm
–
DRY WEIGHT 192kg (GT) 194kg (GT LRH) 193kg  
(GT PRO) 198kg 
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

TIGER 900 RALLY RANGE 
RALLY, RALLY PRO

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,  
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 888cc
–
MAX POWER 95.2PS / 93.9bhp (70kW) @ 8,750rpm
– 
MAX TORQUE 87Nm @ 7,250rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 45mm upside down forks 
with manual preload, rebound damping and compression 
damping adjustment, 240mm wheel travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION Showa rear suspension unit 
with manual preload and rebound damping adjustment, 
230mm rear wheel travel 
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo 
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master 
cylinder, optimised cornering ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, Brembo single piston 
sliding caliper, optimised cornering ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 850-870mm 
–
DRY WEIGHT (Rally) 196kg (Rally Pro) 201kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l


